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In my homily at our evening Ash Wednesday 
service this year, I repeated the notion that we 
give up something during the season of 
Lent—not simply to see if we can 
endure an act of self-denial, but rather 
to signify that our intention is to 
make more room for God. In this 
spirit, a closely related Lenten 
practice is to take on some new 
project or venture that will foster our 
spiritual growth. 
 
A dozen years ago now, I wrote a Tau Cross article 
at this same time of year recommending a 
number of book titles about the topic of Celtic 
Christianity. As it turns out, our Book Group 
selected one of those titles, How the Irish Saved 
Civilization, by Thomas Cahill, for our March 
15th meeting. In preparation for Book Group, I 
reread Cahill’s work—and to my astonishment I 
enjoyed it even more the second time through!  
I was amazed at the things that I had forgotten, 
and I gained an ever deeper appreciation for the 
seminal work that Cahill has given the Christian 
world to consider. In the Fifth Century, a form of 
Christianity emerged in Ireland that was not tied 
to an empire. In many ways a brutal world of 
clannish warfare was transformed, first by 
Patrick, and then by a long list of Celtic saints. 
The Celtic strand of the Christian faith also 
managed to maintain a close connection to the 
natural world that was seen as an integral part of 
God’s creation.
 

Beyond Cahill’s book, which is a great 
introduction to the world of Celtic Christianity,  

I recommend three books of prayers and 
blessings that the modern Christian can use to 

enhance their life of prayer. The first two 
are books of morning and evening daily 

prayer written by the Scottish author J. 
Philip Newell. Celtic Benediction: 
Morning and Night Prayer, and Sounds of 
the Eternal: A Celtic Psalter, are both 

very accessible works that could 
supplement one’s prayer life. In a similar 

vein, John O’Donohue’s To Bless the Space 
Between Us seeks to recover for lay people the 

lost art of blessing that comes from the Celtic 
tradition. Even if you are familiar with some of 
these resources, Lent is a perfect season to 
rediscover their beauty and spiritual depth.  
   Blessings, 
       Fr. Eric+
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That Snake is Just Doing its Job 
Fr. Jay Sapaen Watan, Associate Rector

Life has a way of returning us to a place we need 
to be. Over my lifetime I find myself returning 
again and again to certain spots, like touchstones, 
that invite moments of pause and appreciation for 
a newness happening. When I return to my 
ancestral home in the Philippines, or stand 
in the center of Disneyland, or pray at 
Grace Cathedral in San Francisco, or 
gaze up at the Eiffel Tower in Paris, a 
vibe within me celebrates a truth:  I 
am no longer the same person I was the 
last time here. The return journey isn’t 
just the physical spaces; it is also 
about time. We are given moments of 
Kairos when life returns us to the end of an 
old beginning to reevaluate, restart, restore, or 
reimagine our future story together. The church 
has a time to do just that: Lent.
 

The season of Lent gives us forty days, not 
including the Sundays in Lent, to prepare for this 
mystery of Easter. We follow Jesus, who carries 
his cross, dies, is buried, and returns to us 
resurrected in the newness of life. In this very 
impossible story, the Divine invites us to trust 
that a way out of no way exists, with God’s help. 
And while the complexity and chaos of the world 
make seeing the way forward difficult, a world 
struggling and striving to make the love of God 
real is more hopeful than a world resigned and 
giving up. It might help to find a beginning. Lent 
invites opening the heart and a return to God.  
 

Many Christians begin their Lenten journey by 
marking the sign of the cross on our foreheads on 
Ash Wednesday with ash burnt from the foliage 
of the previous Palm Sunday. While it is not an 
absolute necessity to start off Lent this way, and 
most people of faith don’t really wish to show off 
their religious practice, the symbolic action holds 
deep meaning towards the honest work of self-
examination and spiritual transformation. I find 
the words shared on Ash Wednesday resonate 
long after the dust falls off: “Remember that You are 
Dust and to Dust You Shall Return.” That’s humbling! 

The phrase comes from the beginning of 
creation, Genesis 3:19, where God admonishes 
Adam and Eve of the consequences for eating 
from the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and 
Evil. Neither Adam nor Eve saw themselves as 

responsible, despite the awareness of their 
nakedness. They both took a bite from 

that fruit. Adam blamed Eve: she made 
me do it. Eve blamed the Serpent: the 
snake made me do it. And the snake, the 
craftiest of all the wild animals the Lord 
God had made, was just being the 

snake. 
   

So what does that make us? One of my 
favorite songs was a tune the band Metallica 
famously covered that was written by the English 
band Diamond Head called, Am I evil?  The title 
offered a response that seemed like a 
commentary on human nature: “Yes I am. I am 
man.” I believe human beings are created for so 
much more.
 

The late evangelical minister Billy Graham 
defined evil as “what we are capable of when our 
lives are without God.”  In a world full of snakes, 
life without God may not be healthy or whole. 
Humanity’s desire to become godlike often 
manifests as the desire to exert power over 
others, to hoard resources, bask in self-
indulgence, and woefully disregard others. How 
often do we hear some of the most powerful and 
popular among us deny accountability through 
spin and slander? It is easy to abdicate our 
responsibility for others with excuses like, I’m 
just doing my job. I’m not a role model. I’m the victim. 
I didn’t sign up for this. The Devil made me do it. And 
that’s the power of sin, an illusion of strength 
that separates us from love and confidently 
weakens our will to bear responsibility or take 
courage. 
 

God, being that big word for everything, also 
means life will return us full circle. If we pay 
attention.  
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Adam and Eve, the archetypes of humanity, fell to 
the temptation to be like God. Don’t blame the 
snake; it’s just doing what it was meant to do. Like 
so many of us today, we can fall into the illusion 
that the human spirit alone, without the Holy 
Spirit, would be more than enough to sustain life. 
But that would be like trying to replace the sun 
with a fluorescent or LED light bulb. Not enough 
at all! Ashes keep us mindful of the consequences 
of sin–for you are dust, and to dust you shall return. 
But another way to embrace Lent is to return to 
the very Source of all. May the ash and dust also 

remind you and me of where we come from; 
we are made from love for love. That is who we 
are. And ash can make for a pretty good 
fertilizer. Seek the Divine in the actions of 
faith, family, fun, and fellowship. There is a 
reason for the season as we prepare for the 
mystery of Easter. Return to the God of love 
who does not give us a snake this time but 
sends us a savior.  
Blessings on your Lenten journey.
   Fr. Jay+ 

A little while ago, as I was pulling into my 
driveway after church, late on a Sunday morning 
and dressed in a suit and tie, a neighbor asked me, 
“Are you coming from a job interview?” It was 
curious to me–while returning home after the 
traditional Sunday worship hour and 
dressed in my Sunday best–that anyone 
could conclude that I was coming 
from a job interview.
 

Ah yes, the traditional Sunday 
morning job interview.
 

It’s disheartening for those of us trying to 
build a congregation that not only do few people 
worship on a Sunday morning; they’ve also 
forgotten the traditional signifiers of others who 
do. Yet, this is how we live in this peculiar and 
ahistorical time and place. 
 

Episcopalians are not ardent evangelists. We 
rarely approach strangers and ask them, “Have 
you found your Lord and Savior Jesus Christ?”,  
as strangers have done to me in airplane seats, 
among other places. Yet, St. Matthew’s needs 
more people, and more people need us. 
 

The philosopher and mathematician Blaise Pascal 
said it well: “There is a God-shaped vacuum in the 
heart of each man.” 

We are vastly outnumbered here and now by a 
too-sophisticated-for-church crowd that fills its 
God-shaped vacuum in various contemporary 
ways: psilocybin, ayahuasca, pharmaceuticals, 
“wellness,” Eastern religions, politics, ideologies, 

and the like. These modern pursuits for 
finding happiness, purpose, meaning, 

virtue, one’s tribe, contentment and 
enlightenment have taken the place    
of the route that has sustained 
humankind for millennia.

 
Yet, I’ll venture to say this: those seekers 

among us who eschew church while looking 
elsewhere to fill their God-shaped vacuums do so 
mostly because they fear the modern prejudice 
that says that churchgoers are simpleminded, 
intolerant, and superstitious. (Actually, we’re only 
as simpleminded as Blaise Pascal was, and I’m OK 
with that.)
 

As we seek to grow our St. Matthew’s 
congregation, knowing that many in our midst 
have a vacuum to fill, I suggest that we practice 
this modest form of evangelism and occasionally 
ask people, as I’ve lately been asking, “What do 
you do about church?” I believe that the resulting 
conversations will be interesting and will give 
courage to the fearful or tentative. 
See you in church,
   Phil

What Do You Do About Church? 
Phil Carter, Sr. Warden
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At the end of 2022, Father Eric spoke with me 
about joining the Vestry, also asking if I would be 
interested in serving as the “Junior Warden”. 
To be honest, I wasn’t entirely sure what 
that might entail. I knew that being a 
member of the Vestry would allow me 
the opportunity to see firsthand the 
internal workings of St. Matthew’s.  
  
As a Vestry member, I would be 
interacting with a team of individuals 
who make tough decisions regarding all 
aspects of Parish Life: Budgets, Buildings and 
Grounds, Financial and Legal issues, Stewardship, 
Adult and Youth Education, Fundraising, and the 
like. I’ve learned that Vestry members are elected 
to serve a three-year term, and four new members 
are elected to serve each year. This allows the 
more experienced members to help guide and 
direct newcomers about where the church has 
been and where it is going.
 

Although I have been actively involved at St. 
Matthews for over 35 years, I have never served in 

a leadership capacity. Since I have been 
retired, I find myself with more “Quality 

Time“ that I can devote to the Vestry.
 

As a Junior Warden, I see my primary 
responsibility as representing the 
concerns of ALL parishioners and 

bringing those concerns forward to the 
Vestry. I believe open communication is 

critical during difficult times.
 

I am happy to hear your questions and concerns 
and to bring them forward in a sincere and 
unbiased fashion. I am available most Sundays 
after the 10:15am service during Coffee Hour.
 

I am looking forward to serving as your Junior 
Warden during the 2023 calendar year and to 
meeting the challenges that lie ahead.
Blessings,
   Ron

 

Serving the St. Matthew’s Community 
Ron Gantvoort, Jr. Warden

Caroline McNally, 
outgoing Senior Warden, 

at the Annual Meeting.  

Thank You For Your Service 
Annual Meeting

Photo credit: Tau Cross staff
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ECSM hosted Paul Regan, CPA, CFF and author 
of The Forensic: How the CIA, a Brilliant Attorney, 
and a Young CPA Brought Down Howard Hughes.
More than fifty rapt audience members gathered 
at JBH on the evening of March 1 to attend the 
League for Service’s speaker event, with author 
Paul Regan recounting some of the highlights of a 
remarkable career as a forensic accountant 
working some of the most infamous cases of 
financial misdealing and corruption.  
Mr. Regan, noting that his offices handling much 
of the diligent detective work were a block from 
St. Matthew’s, gave listeners the inside track of 
his work on financial corruption, noting a cast of 
characters ranging from high fliers at Enron and 
Lehman’s to Bernie Madoff and, notoriously, 
Howard Hughes. He served as an expert for 

Author Event with Paul Regan 
League for Service

entities including the US Securities and Exchange 
Commission, the Department of Justice, and 
numerous companies across industry.  
Much of his discussion involved explaining the 
intricacies of the securities fraud case of Hughes’ 
acquisition of Air West. Mr. Regan took a series 
of questions from the audience, including one 
audience member curious about the scale of 
accounting investigations before widespread use 
of computer software and another asking about 
the state of Howard Hughes’ mind and finances 
late in life. 
Proceeds from this League for Service event, over 
$1100, will support community outreach, 
specifically Mission Hospice and Samaritan 
House. For questions, email 
leagueforservice@episcopalstmatthew.org

Photo credits: Tau Cross staff

mailto:leagueforservice@episcopalstmatthew.org
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What is now known as the Altar Guild was 
originally formed as the Altar Chapter in May, 1898 
with 6 to 8 members. It was decided then that this 
group would take care of the altar, the flowers, and 
specific projects in the Church and it would be led 
by Mrs. E. Duplesis Beylard, its first president.     
St. Matthew’s Altar Guild continues its role to this 
day in preparing the sanctuary for services 
throughout the Church year, and the intricacies of 
its role can be seen especially now, during Lent.

The Lenten Season at St. Matthew’s is the Altar 
Guild’s busiest time of the Church year. The forty 
days of Lent, excluding Sundays, extend from Ash 
Wednesday through Holy Saturday. During this 
time, you will notice that the altar frontal, or the 
cloth that hangs in front of the altar, and the super-
frontal, or the cloth on top of the altar, along with 
Bible markers and the pulpit pall, have been 

Altar Guild 
By Kay Perrando 

changed from green to purple, the color of 
preparation and repentance. The altar flowers 
have been replaced with simple greens.
At our recent meeting, we reviewed the Guild’s 
responsibilities for Holy Week. This process 
begins with the veiling of all the crosses in the 
Church, obtaining the palms for Palm Sunday, 
gathering items needed for Maundy Thursday’s 
foot washing and altar stripping, and preparing for 
the Good Friday Service; the process continues 
with the glorious candlelight Great Vigil with 
Baptism and culminates in the Easter Sunday 
services. The Church is adorned with gorgeous 
flowers and the window boxes are decorated with 
candles and flowers by members of the Altar 
Guild. It is truly an honor to serve in this 
ministry, as we are part of the continuum of these 
traditions.
 

Beyond Lent, what does the Altar Guild do? We are a 
group of devoted members of the parish who are 
mindful of the essential work to prepare the 
Sanctuary and make liturgy possible. Our duty is 
to assist the Rector and clergy at all scheduled 
services as well as weddings, funerals, and 
baptisms. The Guild maintains and supplies all 
the linens, vestments, vessels, altar flowers, 
candles, and communion wine and wafers as well 
as decorating for Christmas and Easter.
  

The only financial support for the Altar Guild 
comes from donations, memorials, and memorial 
flowers requests.
 

Serving in the Altar Guild is both a privilege and a 
pleasure. We welcome new members to this lay 
ministry and invite all who are regular worshipers, 
support the parish financially in keeping with 
their means, and are dedicated to God and love 
His church. 
  

To learn more or to get involved, please contact: 
Carol Kalb @ 650-578-9855 or    
Kay Perrando @ 650-245-1474

Photo credit: Tau Cross staff
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MILESTONES 

In Memoriam  

Alex Brammer
Johnston "Tony" Livingston Redmond

Engagement 
Rev. Jay Sapaen Watan and Tara Vikjord 

Gratitude Gathering:  
Celebrating Janine Gerzanics’ Twenty Years of Service to St. Matthew’s

Photo credit: JS Watan

Photo credits: Darlia Clerico /Tau Cross staff

Baptisms 
Sienna Quinn Scovil

Parents Nicole Quinn and Richard Scovil
 

Mele Kaloafu Pahulu 
Parents Fapiola Palu and Steven Koloamatangi
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Parishioner Kassandra Edwards, originally from the 
Chicago suburbs, attended St. Mark's Episcopal 
Church in Barrington, Illinois with her parents and 
five siblings. She later attended National Cathedral 
School for Girls, which is associated with the 
Episcopal Cathedral in Washington, D.C. 
 
While attending Briarcliff College in New York, 
she and her girlfriend hosted a weekly radio station 
called, "Swingin' Sand and Boppin' Blake Show."  
From there, Kassandra attended Pitzer College in 
Claremont, California, where she received her B.A. 
in Psychology. She has her MSW from San 
Francisco State University and a Master in 
Administration from the University of Redlands. 
Presently, Kassandra has a private psychotherapy 
practice in her home.  

Kassandra and her husband, Scott, sponsor four 
children from an orphanage in Uganda; Joy, Dinnah, 
Kenny, and Peter. Because there is no public 
education in Uganda, their support ensures an 
education, and, ultimately, a better future for these 
four children. Kassandra notes, “the four young 
people we have sponsored feel like our own 
children.”

Kassandra and Scott love to travel. Their many 
years of worldwide travel have taken them to 
countries such as China, India, Indonesia, Uganda, 
Napaul, and Turkey.

The Edwards moved to San Mateo in 2003. 
Initially, Kassandra attended St. Bartholomew's 
Catholic Church. However, she preferred to attend 
an Episcopal Church and decided to "pray on it." 
These prayers brought her to St. Matthew's. The 
moment she walked through the doors in 2005 she 
said, "This is my church,” a very familiar comment 

Parishioner Profile: Kassandra Edwards
 By Darlia Clerico

to so many of us who have called St. Matthew's 
our church home.   
Kassandra especially appreciates the preaching at 
St. Matthew’s. She finds our hymns and music 
spiritually moving with notes that feed her soul. 
She believes that "there are many ways to God, 
and we all have a different path to get there."  
Kassandra gets much out of participating in 
Spirituality Group and Book Club, Greeting, 
Ushering, and attending Taizé. We are honored to 
have Kassandra now serving on the Vestry and 
becoming a part of our committee on Adult 
Education. We are blessed to have her with us 
and look forward to her continued growth with 
her church family. 

Photo credit: Darlia Clerico
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ECSM Book Group
By Susan Peterson 

Spring Meetings:

March 15:  
How the Irish 
Saved Civilization  
by Thomas Cahill

May (date tbd):   
Lessons in Chemistry by Bonnie Garmus 

The ECSM Book Group has been meeting for 
over fourteen years now. We read a wide range of 
fiction—bestsellers, classic novels, mysteries, 
short story collections, and science fiction. We 
also choose works of nonfiction—history, 
science, travel, biographies, and the like. We 
meet on Wednesday evenings, usually every 
other month, with a break in the summer. New 
members are welcome. If you have questions or 
want to be added to the Book Group email list 
to receive our notices and book reports, send an 
email to Susan Peterson at 
spetersoninsf@earthlink.net.

To give you an idea of the kinds of books we 
read, here are some notes on a few recent 
selections. 

The Anomaly by Herve Le Tellier, our January 
selection, combines elements of multiple genres: 
speculative fiction, thrillers, and political drama. 
In this story, set in 2021, an airplane flying from 
France to New York encounters strong 
turbulence but lands safely without any apparent 
harm to the crew or passengers. Following an 
unprecedented series of events, scientists, 
scholars, and religious figures are brought 
together to try to explain what happened. 
Government officials try to help passengers and 
to consider how to inform the public. Passengers 
struggle to deal with the life-changing 
consequences of their journey.

Most of us enjoyed reading The Anomaly; we found 
the story to be intriguing and the key characters 
largely sympathetic as they grapple with the 
implications of recent events.  This is not a book 
that provides many answers, but it poses some 
intriguing questions, with a light touch and some 
humorous moments. It’s a wild ride for the 
passengers and the readers, and I enjoyed the trip.

Another selection, Ordinary Grace by William 
Kent Krueger (2014), embeds a series of 
mysterious deaths within a family drama set in 
rural Minnesota in the summer of 1961. Most of 
us found this story of two families—each of which 
suffers the sudden loss of a family member—to be 
powerful and poignant. The two families are 
forever changed, but in very different ways. The 
characters, the dialog, a powerful sermon 
delivered on Easter morning, and multiple 
instances of ordinary grace made this book both 
timely and uplifting. 

The Code Breaker by Walter Isaacson is a biography 
of Jennifer Doudna, who won the 2020 Nobel 
Prize for Chemistry along with her colleague 
Emmanuelle Charpentier, for demonstrating that 
CRISPR is a relatively simple tool which can be 
used to edit DNA.

Isaacson also recounts the broader history of 
advances in our understanding of DNA over the 
past 70 years. The book gives us a picture of how 
science is conducted in the 21st century. Teams 
from different institutions both collaborate and 
compete to develop new information, tools, and 
procedures that will change the way we treat 
diseases. Isaacson describes how Doudna and her 
colleagues responded to the Covid 19 pandemic 
by forming teams to work on developing tests, 
treatments, and vaccines.

Isaacson’s book also examines some ethical and 
moral questions that arise with the availability of 
tools that can modify human DNA. We generally 
agreed with the author’s conclusion that these 
questions must be addressed, even though they do 
not have easy answers. 

mailto:spetersoninsf@earthlink.net
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Bishop’s Ranch, in beautiful Healdsburg, is one of 
our Diocesan Retreat Centers. The Ranch is 
located on 365 acres set along Westside Road in the 
Russian River watershed. There are hiking trails on 
the property where you can experience God’s peace 
and beauty in nature. I first went to The Ranch for 
a women’s retreat in 1990, while I was attending 
Transfiguration Episcopal Church in San Mateo. I 
instantly fell in love with The Ranch because of its 
tranquility, hospitality and probably, most 
importantly, because it felt like coming home to 
me. While I was growing up, my paternal 
grandparents had Ranches in Napa with cattle, 
horses, and vineyards. Bishop’s Ranch reminded me 
of the lovely times spent during my childhood with 
my grandparents. Fast forward to 2014, when Sean 
Swift, the former Executive Director of the Ranch, 
asked me to join the Board. I served on the Board 
for nine years and termed out in December of 2022, 
though I continue to serve on the Advancement 
Committee as a Ranch Ambassador.

Bishop’s Ranch: A Slice of Heaven Here on Earth
 By Deacon Lauren McCombs

The Churches of our Diocese have not had as 
many retreats at The Ranch as in the past. So, 
as a Board we have had to get creative, 
especially during the Pandemic, about how to 
promote The Ranch and its community meeting 
spaces, lovely Chapel, and forty guest rooms. To 
learn more about The Ranch please check out 
the website at https://www.bishopsranch.org . 
Everyone is welcome at the Ranch and you can 
come up for the day or plan a weekend getaway. 
At Bishop’s Ranch, who knows; you might even 
find a slice of heaven here on earth. Please 
contact me if you have any questions at 
laurenpmccombs@gmail.com
Peace, 
   Deacon Lauren 

Photo credit: Lauren McCombs

Photo credit: Lauren McCombs

https://www.bishopsranch.org/
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St. Matthew’s celebrated a brisk Shrove Tuesday with a doughnut face-off between Krispy Kremes and 
Dunkin’, with Krispy Kremes being the crowd favorite and the more exotic but artistic Japanese 
doughnuts gracefully staying above the fray. Hardy congregants gathered for fellowship and huddled for 
warmth in the fireplace room of JBH before the belt-tightening of Lent.

Decadent Donuts 

Lay Eucharistic Ministry 
 by Martha Phillips

Do you love this church and want to feel 
even closer to this community? Have you 
been looking for a way to get more 
involved but haven’t been asked yet? We 
want you to   become a LEM or Lector!
    

We are looking for long-time and new 
parishioners who would like to deepen their 
spiritual and community connection by reading 
the Bible lessons, guiding the congregation in the 
psalm and prayers of the people, and assisting 
clergy in the administration of the Sacrament of 
Holy Communion during church services.

A little terminology:
Lector or Lay Reader: Someone who reads the 
Old and New Testament lessons from the 
Lectern and leads the Psalm and Prayers of the 
People during church services. A Lector is not 
necessarily trained as a LEM and does not need 
to be confirmed in the Episcopal church. Open 
to everyone.

LEM: Lay Eucharistic Minister, also 
known as a Chalice Bearer: The person who 
vests in a cassock (long black robe) and 
surplice (white below-knee length overlay) 
and helps with the Sacrament of Holy 
Communion by serving the chalice or cup. 
The LEM is also a Lector and should be 
confirmed in the church.

For those of us who serve in this way, there are many 
reasons that motivate us. Some find it gratifying to 
participate in the service and give back to the 
community. Some just love reading from the Bible 
and learning more about the lessons as they do so. 
Some get a great spiritual lift from participating in 
the sacrament. If any of those reasons move you, 
please join us! Drop me a note indicating your 
interest at m7phillips@gmail.com or write to Martha 
Phillips via CCB, the church online directory, or just 
flag me down at church and let me know in person.

For those interested, Fr. Eric will host a brief training 
session scheduled to accommodate people’s 
availability, usually after church on a Sunday.

Photo credits: JS Watan

mailto:m7phillips@gmail.com
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ST. CATHERINE’S SECTION  
Marilyn Callaghan, President

The St. Catherine’s Section of The League for 
Service consists of women of the parish who are 
interested in sharing in fellowship, service, worship, 
and study. Membership includes participating in 
both in-reach and outreach activities, assisting in 
special parish events, and gathering for social and 
fellowship events as decided by the membership. 
 
The women of St. Catherine’s hold about eight 
meetings per year. The past two years we have met 
primarily over Zoom, but we look forward to 
gathering in person more this coming year. During 
our regular meetings, we plan upcoming activities 
including fundraising events such as jam and 
compote sales, bake sales, holiday candy sales, and 
more. We also decide where the proceeds from 
those efforts will be donated. In 2022 donations 
went to Homework Central, Call Primrose, Second 
Harvest, and more. Last fall we also collected 
toiletries from the parish and assembled “Comfort 
Kits,” which were then donated to Call Primrose, 
who shared them with their clients in need.
 
Each year, St. Catherine’s holds several social and 
fellowship gatherings including a summer cocktail 
party for our members and their significant others. 

We also gather for a Christmas potluck dinner, 
during which we collect donations for a 
selected charity. The past several years we 
collected newborn items for St Luke’s Hospital. 
In 2022 we also had a collective Birthday Party 
for all of us, since we missed celebrating each 
other’s birthdays during the previous two years 
of Covid. It was great fun and is sure to become 
a tradition. Many of us also enjoyed gathering 
at the Summer Concert Series in San Mateo 
Central Park.
 
If you are not already one of the 30+ women 
who are active in St. Catherine’s, I encourage 
you to join us. Reach out to one of the officers 
below to learn more, or send me an email at 
marilyn@callaghan-com.com.   
 

  St Catherine’s Officers
Marilyn Callaghan – President
Helen Schwab – Vice President
Kathleen Gantvoort – Treasurer
Elizabeth Weatherby - Secretary

 

Mark your calendars for tea on  
Saturday, May 20 at 2pm 

in JBH 

If you would like to help, please call me at 
(650) 796 3177. 

Thanks for your support, 
Diana

Save the Date! Thrift Shop Tea 

Photo credit: Diana Dykes 



THE TAU CROSS
The Episcopal Church of St. Matthew is  

a family called by Christ . . .  
to Live God’s Love, 

to Share the Gospel, 
to Grow Spiritually. 

Come Celebrate with Us! 
Sunday Service on Facebook Livestream at 

10:15 am

The Tau Cross is a quarterly publication of the Episcopal 
Church of St. Matthew. We welcome submissions that 
have a connection to the parish. Inclusion is at the 
discretion of the staff and may be edited for space or 
clarity. If you would like to submit an article, please 
contact the editor,  Ann Watters (watters@stanford.edu), 
for information regarding the next issue and guidelines 
for submission.

Upcoming Events
March 15 ECSM Book Group

April 2 Palm Sunday
April 4 Taizé Service (TBD)
April 6 Maundy Thursday
April 7 Good Friday
April 8 Easter Vigil
April 9 Easter Service

May 20 Thrift Shop TeaThe Rev. Dr. Eric Kimball Hinds, Rector
The Rev. Jay Sapaen Watan, Associate Rector
The Rev. Amber Stancliffe Evans, School Chaplain
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Layout & Design, Carol Martin
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